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Acknowledging the Familiar:The Unsung Heroes of the Bird Show WorldBobby BrettTrainer, Natural Encounters, Inc.Presented at IAATE 2013 Conference
ABSTRACTFamiliar can often become boring to people when they see it every day. Newand exotic species can often feel more exciting and engaging, pushing the moreeveryday out of the limelight. Animals in collections seem to follow the same trend:more exotic animals join the show and those who are more commonplace in ourlives may receive less attention. This paper will feature four groups that aresometimes under appreciated when compared to more exotic and novel species:Chickens, Pigeons, Ducks, and Rats. This presentation will focus on a group of fourpigeons, highlighting one individual, that I have been working with to try and dispelsome of the misconceptions surrounding these surprisingly intriguing birds andhelp others understand their true value.

When most people go to a bird show at a zoo or amusement park, they areexpecting to be wowed by rare and exotic animals performing behaviors that theywouldn’t have imagined possible.  Boldly colored macaws from far away rainforestsperforming aerial acrobatics, endangered eagles flying inches over children’s heads,and condors with wings that blot out the sun, making unsuspecting eyes widen inwonder. More often then not, these are the experiences that people appreciate whenthey sit in our bleachers and applaud our efforts to educate and entertain. There iswithout a doubt something to be said about exposing the general public to speciesfrom mystical places they have only heard about on television: African savannas,Indonesian Rainforests, and Arabian Deserts. However, it can be equally importantand enjoyable for visitors to our shows to explore the animals that they can find intheir own yards and neighborhoods. This is my way of highlighting those supportingactors and giving them the fifteen minutes of fame they are due.It is often said that the best place to hide is right out in the open. Seeingsomething every day threatens to make it become mundane. As a result, we easilyoverlook and under-appreciate those things. In the field we all know and love, whatgroups of animals fit into this category? Honestly, there are probably dozens ofanimal groupings that classify. However, we will focus on four that most facilitieshave incorporated into their collections: Chickens, Pigeons, Ducks, and Rats.The importance that all these animals share in a program is not just toconnect the audience to themselves, but also to accentuate the underlying messagebeing presented by the activities onstage. Acting in the part that I like to call “AnimalAccents”, these animals provide an extra punch to the messages we hope theaudience will absorb. Rats are a superb example of an excellent Animal Accent. Inmost shows, these little furry racers run along a route, to provide emphasis to the
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message that birds of prey are incredibly beneficial at keeping rodent populationsunder control. Watching the rats populate the stage increases the likelihood that theaverage audience member (especially youngsters) will remain engaged in theroutine and retain the general message “birds of prey eat LOTS of rodents so let’skeep those birds around”. As a presenter wishing to pass information to an audiencemember, we need this audience attention to be sure that our messages are beingabsorbed.Pigeons are also a fantastic representation of an Animal Accent group. Itseems that their most common location in a show is at the very end. A flock of whitepigeons flying together at the end of the show evokes a powerful response from thepublic.  “Oohs”,  “Ahs”, and other exclamations sometimes drown out the sound oftwenty or more pairs of wings as hands rise up to point and clap. As with the rats,these pigeons help to fortify a greater connection between the show and theaudience. For example, one of our most popular shows presented in Orlando,Florida, ends with the two characters onstage bowing to the audience as they sendthem off to enjoy the rest of their day. As they begin to bow a flock of about 18pigeons burst out of one of the wings of the stage and cross behind them beforeflowing over the opposite side of the stage and disappearing. The effect can bringshivers to the onlookers and create a lasting, memorable atmosphere of awe that theaudience carries with them out of the theater.Now, as many bird shows have most likely experienced, during certain timesof the year there is an increase in wild birds of prey passing though our area. Withthe influx of predators during migration, we remove from shows a couple of speciesthat seem to be especially tempting. Pigeons are always the first on the list. They arealso at the top of the list for behaviors missed from shows. Even with strong endingdialogue, without the pigeon flight ending the show the effect is weakened and attimes it seems as if the audience questions if the show is over.  There are noexclamations, no pointing, just applause. There is usually a sigh of relief andsatisfaction from the show crew when pigeons are back in shows.Chickens and ducks seem to be a shoe-in for comedic relief. The best part is,they are really good at it! The audience doesn’t expect to see chickens and ducksbecause they see them in their everyday life and are assuming that rare and exoticanimals are all they are going to see. However, just because they don’t expect to seethem, doesn’t mean that they don’t appreciate them! In fact, seeing the chickens andducks among the strange and exotic, seems to get a huge reaction from the crowds,possibly because of the surprise or recognition. One of the most common questionswe get after a show is over is, “You can train chickens?!” Again, familiarity seems tocause an under-estimation of a great species. Just because these animals are thoughtas “every day”, they are not thought of much in regard to intelligence or trainability.Another reason why some people may not think of including chickens and ducks forshows may be because they are too used to seeing them in a different way: cookedand on a dining table. It may upset some people to think that the chicken that is sotasty on their plate is also capable of evoking thought and emotion in a show… whilefully alive.  Little do they know that the very chicken they saw run across the stage isa valuable asset to the show roster and is not only trained, but is often one of themost reliable performers.
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Ducks are great for shows too if not for their adorable walking style, butbecause of their aquatic abilities. This factor can add an element to a show thatmany more exotic animals are not able to provide and the effect can be amazing.The focus of my passion of incorporating species such as these into ourshows stems from the belief that we, as educators and conservationists, want tomake a difference in this world we share.  By having our audience make aconnection with our animals we are heading in the right direction. By creating areason to care about the animals in their immediate area, we are able to bring theidea of conservation closer to home and thus possibly create the opportunity forthem to take steps to help conserve nature. By learning to care about animals suchas pigeons, ducks, and chickens, we are helping them to learn more about the worldthey live in.These undistinguished species are still often overlooked and judged despitetheir unique or interesting adaptations for survival. It was with all the pre-conceived ideas and stereotypes in mind that I proposed a project that showedpromise to banish those labels and stereotypes. My idea: to train and presentpigeons (yes – common, everyday pigeons) in a show with a set of more complicatedand advanced behaviors. My hope is to bring a stronger connection between thesebirds and the attending public, as well as dispel the cultural fog surrounding whatthese birds are capable of. The idea for the end behavior is to have an individualpigeon trained to fly behind a larger flock and peel off from the group to circle thetheater, and then land on the presenter’s hand and remain with them while they areonstage. Another idea for these pigeons is for them to fly out to stage and land onthe outstretched hand of a child volunteer.With behaviors like these, it is obvious that there will be some challenges.Some of the most distinct are: the idea that some of the labels and stereotypessurrounding these birds may have some truth, training a behavior that resists atypical survival strategy and management of these pigeons. There are few trainersout there with experience managing or training Columbiformes in this manner; andsome have their own discriminations to consider about pigeon capabilities.However, I was convinced that these birds had more going for them than othersgave them credit for. Fate, and the AMAZING management team at NEI, decided togive the idea a shot.One of the most glaring concerns was that for the end behavior I was askingthis individual pigeon to fly away from a flock of its peers. My plan to combat thiswas fairly simple, I felt I needed to hand-raise these birds so that they would imprinton people and therefore the desire to follow the group might be outweighed by thedesire to be with people. The situation that disrupted my plan was quarantine. Wewere acquiring these pigeons from a breeder and so they would have to go throughthe typical 30-day quarantine. If they cannot be kept at our facility, then they cannotget the multiple formula feedings they would need for proper growth. This is how itcame to be that I got four feathered housemates in the middle of June. In those fourweeks, they learned a number of behaviors from stepping onto the hand, to thescale, to flying several feet in the entryway of the house to my hand. With the help ofmy human housemates, they also were introduced to several variables such asvacuums, Chihuahuas, and four-year old girls.
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QUARANTINEWhen the plans for getting these pigeons was still in progress, I was spendingas much of my free-time as possible researching the rearing of pigeons. This is howwe came to the decision that 5 weeks would be appropriate for the number offormula feedings they would need while they were younger. At 5 weeks of age, theyare beginning to eat independently and would only be getting fed from their parentsabout twice daily. So, with this information, I planned to give them a formula feedingin the morning before leaving for work, and then give them another feeding offormula when I got back home. My hope was that at this age, they would also bemore open to accept me.Immediate acceptance of me was out of the question from the beginning.Even with the introduction of the formula, which I’ll admit I was expecting them togo crazy for, they made it very clear that anything to do with me was at the absolutebottom of their wish list. Since they had never had formula before, in retrospect, itwasn’t that surprising.To be sure that they were healthily gaining weight, I started weighing eachone twice a day. However, being picked up to be weighed was not helping my cause.Therefore, the first order of business was getting these kids to eat out of my hand sothat I could give them more information about where they should go, like on a scale.After careful record-keeping of the food they were consuming, the grain was theclear favorite over the pellet or mealworms. Keeping this in mind, I started savingsome of the grain for relationship-building sessions with me and they could have allof the pellets they wanted the rest of the time. What started with me just beingpresent when the grain was added to their bowl became them letting my hand bepresent in the enclosure while they came forward to eat. Interestingly, but notincredibly surprisingly, competition proved to be a large factor in these sessions.Once one made the decision to come forward, then the rest would rush after him. Asession or two more led to them eating from the hand and stepping onto the handjust two weeks after coming to live with me. Stepping onto a scale occurred just thenext day and after that our relationship grew in leaps and bounds. Stepping onto thehand grew to staying on the hand while I moved short distances from the groundand perches to the scale. When they started showing signs of fledging it led to flyinglessons inside the house. As the end of their quarantine term started to come nearthey were trained to voluntarily crate for transport.Naturally, as they got older, individual personalities started to makethemselves known. As the only real way to differentiate them was by band number(all are completely white, and only one has any kind of distinguishing mark) I onlyknew them as #’s 65, 66, 72, and 73. However, as time went on names were needed.Since I didn’t know the sexes I decided to find four names that were unisex and hadsome kind of theme, just for fun. Therefore, these pigeons were christened Suzuki,Nissan, Toyota, and Mazda.DALLASOnce they were moved to their new home at our facility in Orlando, theystarted weighing on a scale placed on a removable platform. After a couple of days of
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this, having four pigeons living together was no real problem, it was the fourpigeons all trying to get on the hand and scale at the same time that was the realchallenge. Also, it seemed that competition was starting to lead to some aggressionbetween individuals. Thus, we decided to separate them into two pairs. Suzuki andNissan were kept together while Toyota and Mazda were moved to an enclosurenext door. This proved to be a huge help in managing these pigeons.When we started to train them to run from crate to crate in pairs, thecompetition was still a problem because they would push each other out of the wayand it was almost impossible to be sure that they were getting a correct amount offood. But running them separately created the challenge of loading them separately.To help with this, we started stationing one to the side with treats while opening thedoor for the other to go into the crate for reinforcement. This seemed to work welland training continued until it was decided that all four pigeons would be part of theteam going to our show at the State Fair of Texas in Dallas. The idea was to havethem be part of our show where they would fly to a child volunteer, inspiring thechild to care more about the natural world around them with “just a touch”.By the time they were sent out to the fairgrounds in Dallas, both Toyota andMazda were running from one crate to the other individually up to a distance ofabout 20 feet and had progressed to coming out of the crate, flying a couple of feet tothe hand, then being sent back to the crate. Suzuki and Nissan seemed to be having alittle bit harder time and were still working on being confident with crate to crate at1ft.  So when they arrived in Dallas, I gave them a day or two to adjust to the newenvironment, then they went back to work. Not surprisingly, Mazda and Toyota stillexcelled and were soon flying from the crate to my hand over about 20 feet thenbeing sent back to the crate. As the time for the opening of our State Fair show drewcloser, it became clear that I would not have time to train all four of them every day.Therefore, it was decided that Nissan and Suzuki would be able to enjoy the rest oftheir Dallas experience with a full bowl of food and the enrichment of being asked tostep on a scale every day and watching our trainers perform their daily duties. Theydidn’t seem to mind and consistently stepped up for me the entire duration of thefair. It was evident that the relationship I had worked so hard to build with thesebirds remained strong even in the absence of diet management.I devoted two days to training a stationing behavior for loading into thecrate. Before, I would try to just hold one off to the side while hoping that the otherwould go in without the other breaking away and having both in the crate at thesame time. So I added a small perch about 5 inches off the ground and trainedMazda to that while Toyota stayed on the ground near him. While Mazda was on hisstation perch, Toyota could be free to crate without having to worry that Mazdawould come barreling in to steal his reinforcer. It worked so well that eventually Istopped feeling the need to check band numbers to be sure I had the right bird.With Mazda and Toyota having mastered the crate-to-hand-to-crate behaviorin a couple novel areas it was time to up the stakes: introducing a stranger as a“volunteer”. The volunteer would stand with his/her arm straight out in front of hisbody and the pigeon would land on the arm and eat food in the hand formed in abowl. To begin, I asked the pigeon to perform the same behavior that it was verycomfortable with- flying from the crate to my hand. I had the volunteer stand near
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me so that the pigeon could get used to this new variable. Then when he seemed tobe adjusted and I had him on the hand, I introduced him to the arm of the volunteeras I would if I were introducing him to a new perch, which essentially it was.  I kepthim on the hand instead of sending him back to the crate and moved him closer tothe arm, reinforcing him for calm behavior and body posture. After he was behavingin a calm manner near the arm I used a baiting strategy by offering my target/foodhand on the opposite side of the arm from where he was. After only one repetition ofthis, the pigeon tentatively stepped onto the arm, which was followed with a verysubstantial reward. When he was moving off and on the arm without hesitation andeating out of the volunteer’s hand, I began asking him to hop to the arm and thisgrew to flying within just a couple repetitions.With the increase of confidence in the volunteer’s arm, I put the pigeon backin the crate and started a new step. What I asked from the pigeon was to come out ofthe crate, fly to my hand for a small reinforcer, then fly to the arm of the volunteer.Once all the food was gone from the volunteer he was more than welcome to returnto the crate. The plan was to fade myself out of the equation so that he wouldeventually fly from the crate straight to the volunteer without any help from me. Ashe began to realize that the reinforcement was heaviest at the volunteer, after only acouple of repetitions I was no longer necessary; in fact, Mazda once flew past myoffered hand to fly to the volunteer. It was amazing how quickly Toyota and Mazdapicked it up. Within just a couple of days they were flying over 20 feet from the crateto the volunteer and then going back to the crate. An amazing thing to witness!To keep the idea of an audience volunteer as a constantly changing but stillappealing location, nearly the entire staff was requested to be pigeon volunteersduring this phase of the training. I also was sure to add variables that were bound toturn up such as wristbands, watches, jacket sleeves, and rings. At first, changes likethese were a shock to the pigeons and would require steps backward to regain lostconfidence. However, with each day (and each ever-changing person) that passed Icould see the confidence rising in these young birds and I couldn’t help but thinkthat this experience would be incredibly helpful in their future as show birds, nomatter what behaviors they ended up doing. Even though both Mazda and Toyotawere doing well, it was Mazda that was still the more confident and reliable. Hewould perform entire sessions with an incredible amount of focus and if somethingmade him nervous, he was already developing the behavior of flying to a “safeperch”, evaluating the environment, then coming back to either the crate or myselfwhen he had decided that it was safe. It was this behavior in particular that provedto me that he was ready to try his very first sessions outside. Again, due to limitedtime, I decided that it was best to focus on Mazda and Toyota was given a diet whileI trained Mazda and if I had time I would work with him.While we were still prepping for the opening of the show I had the fortune toput Mazda out in a desensitization cage on the stage for a couple of hours. Now wasthe moment of truth. All the training and work led to this. As with all first sessions ina new environment, I just started with the bare basics for his first time outside.Come out of the crate for a reinforcer then go straight back in. Period. Done. That’sall I am asking for now.
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Sure, he was a little taken aback right out of the gate, but then by the third orfourth repetition he was hopping to the hand about 4 feet from the crate and goingback in like a pro. Luckily, I had asked a “volunteer” to be on standby if the situationpresented itself. After a little bit of nervousness wore off, he did several repetitionsto the volunteer before ending the session. That day led to about two more weeks oftraining on stage for Mazda at our bandshell at the State Fair of Texas. As with allbirds, he had his good days and bad. From being rock solid on the whole behavior tolooping the 5,000 person theater. But no matter how big his loops were, he wouldalways return to stage and eventually go back into his crate. His routine evolved aswell. He learned what a shadow box was in our backdrop as his entrance and exitthrough a hole in a faux log. He would walk to the lip of the stage and fly straight tothe volunteer (a distance of about 40 feet), receive his reinforcers, be called to myhand so that I could have more time to talk about him before sending him back tothe stage to exit through his hole into his crate. Pretty impressive for a pigeon thatwas just barely 6 months old. (Not to mention, a pigeon – even more impressive tosome for that reason alone.)By the time it was agreed that he was nearing show-ready status, we hadabout a week left of our 3-week run of Birds of the World. It was decided that hecould be a part of the pre-show segment of our show we called the Game Show,accompanied by a trivia question on a PowerPoint presentation that asked “Whichof these animals has received the most medals for bravery in the military? A: HorsesB: Bald Eagles C: Pigeons D: Dogs”.  This question came from my research whichfound that 32 pigeons have been awarded military bravery medals for their serviceas Messenger Pigeons during World War II, outdistancing dogs (28 awards) andhorses (3 awards), and 1 cat1.  On the day of Mazda’s first show, he did fantastic.What I did not expect was the volunteer not wanting to participate! After figuringout that the answer to the trivia question was a bird, I informed the child (I tried topick kids about 9-10 years old) that the answer was going to come out and land ontheir arm. Out of the three shows that Mazda was able to do, one volunteer wasscared of him, one was excited, and the last was willing to have him land on the armonce but when I asked if he would like to feed him again he replied coolly, “No, I’mgood.” I think he was a little disappointed that he wasn’t a Bald Eagle.This routine ended up getting paired with another Game Show routine forour preshow because it was determined that even though it was a fun way to getpeople to realize how important pigeons were to our military history, it was not astrong enough routine to stand alone. So we decided that Mazda would start out theGame Show with the trivia question and then another routine with another birdwould follow after. This compromise was a great way for this young bird to make hisdebut into show business. With another routine following Mazda with a moreseasoned bird, the Game Show could still recover if there was an early mishap withthe inexperienced Mazda.As Mazda’s training progressed and evolved into a more set schedule(especially after he was put into shows), I was able to use the previously occupiedtime to introduce Toyota to the idea of performing a retrieve behavior. It startedwith a small metal washer (small enough that he could pick it up and hold itcomfortably, but large enough that he couldn’t swallow it) and at first I just had it
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visible in the environment while I had him out on the table in front of his crate. Thisprogressed to him eating around the washer while I held it in the middle of the foodI was offering him in the hand. I started offering food through the hole in the centerof the washer, and then holding the food under the washer so it was no longervisible but in a position that it could quickly be pushed through. After a moment ofhesitation, he tried the behavior that got him the food before- pecking at the centerof the washer. With this done, I would immediately push the treat through thecenter hole for him to take. He quickly learned that every time that he pecked thewasher he was presented with the treat he was looking for. It was only a matter oftime that he took it to the next step of grabbing the washer in his mouth when Ibegan reserving the treat for only those times when he was able to pick up thewasher from my fingers.Soon Toyota would stand in front of me on a table and grab the offeredwasher from my fingers. He would drop it when I presented him with the treats hewas after. At this point, I introduced a food cup lid we use for diets and began theprocess of shaping him making deliberate motions to move the washer from hismouth down to the table/lid. It was also at this point that I made a mistake… I lostmy only washer. Luckily, Toyota took to a small quick-link with surprising finesse.Around this point is when the State Fair of Texas came to a close. I knew that oncewe got situated back in Florida, I could continue this with Toyota and possibly havea pigeon that would know a retrieve behavior.
ORLANDOAfter about a week and a half off when they got back to Florida from Texas,we started again with training all four. However, with the IAATE conference notshowing any sign of slowing its approach it was again decided to focus on our bestteam – Mazda and Toyota. We didn’t have to start from scratch, however. We had anice base to work off of now. We did have to revisit some things though. CratingToyota individually with Mazda on his station had to be reworked but soon wasback on track, and even though we skipped crate-to-crate training we workedespecially hard on crate to hand with both. Mazda began training long-distanceflights in several novel areas from the crate to the hand in preparation for his goalbehavior of flying out of the turret at the right wing of our stage with a flock ofpigeons and looping the theater to land with the presenter onstage. Toyota beganworking the retrieve again with his quick-links with the goal of being a bird wecould rotate with our Galah that returns an item to our actor onstage during the endof our show.Mazda With Mazda, we knew that flying was going to be the largest part of his endbehavior, so this is what we decided to focus on first for his training. Our MixedSpecies area where we house a large amount of our birds was the ideal area to beginlong flights for several reasons: it was netted so there was no danger of theenvironment being uncontrolled, it had several different hallways which allowed usto work Mazda in multiple novel areas while staying in the same vicinity, the areas
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were surrounded by enclosures of other birds which made for new variables forMazda to get used to, and it was also where he and Toyota where being housed,making it a very efficient location for us. Once Mazda was flying without hesitationfrom the crate to the hand and back (a distance of around 50 feet, one way) wedecided that another novel area was necessary. Therefore, we moved over to ournet-covered Weathering Yard (after the birds of prey that stayed out there duringthe day were put inside for the night). Within a short two weeks, Mazda was themaster of the Weathering Yard as well. The next step of Mazda’s training in the yardbegan now instead of waiting until he was outside so that when we did go into anenvironment that was less controlled, we would be confident that he could haveseveral behaviors that might help him to focus.When thinking what the final behavior was going to look like, we realizedthat Mazda would benefit from learning to loop around a pole so that later we couldhave him fly over the audience without the risk of the audience missing him.Therefore, we decided that introducing the loop pole and shaping the loop while stillin the yard would be the best course. Surprisingly, Mazda learned the function of theloop pole in the first session! Starting with him flying straight to me from the cratewhile I was in front of the pole introduced him to its presence and desensitized himto it. Then I began moving myself with each repetition so that he had to fly aroundthe pole from the left side (facing the pole from the crate) around to the right to me.Within just about two sessions, he was flying around the pole to me while I stayedstationary standing back from the pole about 5 feet with my back to the crate;encouraging him to fly past me to get to the pole. Then I would catch him on thehand for treats then send him back to the crate where he would go inside for morereinforcement. We very early on had decided that if he did it incorrectly, I would stillcatch him on the hand, but I would not offer any reinforcement and direct him backto the crate- which had the door shut. He could land back on the turf in front of thecrate, see the closed door and turn back to me for more information. Then I wouldcue him to try again. He quickly learned that if the door remained shut, andeventually if I did not pay him after catching on the hand, that he had missedsomething and would immediately try again. It was astonishing to observe his quickunderstanding of correct vs. incorrect.Once he was performing the loop fluently, the next step was to begin movingthe pole so that the loop became more elongated, thus making a larger flight. Itseemed like a simple idea. However, when the plan was put into action we observedsomething incredible. After moving the pole about 18 inches, we sent Mazda out toperform the loop as always. He flew out and turned where the pole used to be andseeing that I did not offer anything for him he tried again mid-flight to correcthimself. Being a little confused, he landed on the wall of the yard to, it appeared,survey the area then took off, to LOOP THE POLE! The next attempt after that tooksome adjusting too with a couple of incorrect attempts, but he eventually made thecorrect loop around the pole. I discovered in the next training session that if the polewas moved, all I had to do was fade myself to standing next to the pole onerepetition, then I could go back to where I had been before and he would quicklyadjust to the new location.
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Having gained confidence in several novel areas and some new behaviors aswell, the day came to go outside for the first time on our stage. Our plan was to takeit as slow as Mazda wanted and perhaps introduce him to a couple of new percheson the stage that he could possibly look at as a “safe place”- he had always chosen aspecific perch to land on when he got nervous and needed a moment to collecthimself. In Dallas it was the stage itself, in the Mixed Species area it was the turf infront of his crate, in the Weathering Yard it was the narrow wall along the side ofour barn. So by giving several choices on our stage, we were trying to help him besuccessful later if he feels overwhelmed or nervous. We started with something verysimple, walk out of the crate for a couple treats then go back inside. Just like inDallas. And just like before, he was nervous of the new area but quickly gainedenough confidence to fly to the hand and be introduced to one of the stumps on ourstage that our owls use for their behavior.The next day, we thought that adding a new perch to his “safe places” wouldbe a good idea. Well, that is where I made a mistake. I moved too quickly for histaste and he flew off my hand and started looping the theater, climbing higher untilhe was nearly touching the shade structure over our seating area. After a couple ofturns, he came to rest on the lip of our roof. So there we were, our first fly-off inOrlando. Luckily, all the previous training paid for itself in the next 4 minutes. Aftergiving himself a minute or two to calm down and take stock of his surroundings, heheard me calling him, moved to an area where he could see me and tried to fly downto the hand. Unfortunately, he was a little too nervous to land on the hand so hebuzzed by and eventually landed on his owl stump. I reinforced him there. Then hestepped up onto the hand to go into his crate right on cue. We made sure he got avery nice reward for going back into the crate as well.After that event we did a couple more sessions of that but quickly switchedgears and began training our final behavior. We re-trained the loop in the theaterwith the pole at the first two rows of seats. It was decided to start with Mazda beingreleased from the hand for the loop, however we eventually shifted back to himgoing from the crate for reasons of his comfort and confidence. Once he wascompleting the loop (released from center stage, flying out into the theater, circlingaround the pole clockwise and landing on my hand while standing next to therelease crate), the next step was to begin fading the release farther back towards theturret on our stage, which will be the final release point.One day, he did have his first big fly-off. After a couple of large loops in thetheater, he landed on the roof of our backdrop as he had done before. However, onthis day he turned towards the back of our area and took flight, flew loops over ourMixed Species area at about 500 feet high, then disappeared from sight. During thenext 25 minutes or so, we tried to get a visual of our pigeon, but he was nowhere tobe seen. I saw this as a true test, both of my relationship with Mazda and my ideathat if a pigeon were to fly off will they return to their home area. My supervisorsthat were with me that day confirmed that they also felt that Mazda would comeback to his loft where Toyota was. Luckily, Mazda arrived at our barn shortly beforethe next show was about to begin and quickly found his way to his Mixed Speciesenclosure. He hopped right to my offered hand from the roof and walked calmly into
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his crate as if it was just another training session. It was truly an amazing thing towitness.Once the loop behavior release had faded to our turret, a shift in training wasestablished. Mazda needed to learn to fly out of our turret to get to stage, whichincluded flying two sharp blind corners. With me on the stage we moved the releasecrate into the turret and asked Mazda to fly back and forth to the hand from thecrate and back again with plans for him to enter and exit stage from the samelocation. With repetition we were able to move the release crate farther back in tothe turret walkway until we stopped at the location where the crate would beduring show. When Mazda was confident with this arrangement, I began movingmyself farther out onto the stage. The loop was incorporated back into the chainwhen he was flying with confidence out of the crate, through the turret and to me atcenter stage.With adding the loop into the behavior we had just created, we had to makesome adjustments to be sure Mazda was getting all the information that he neededto succeed. I asked one of our trainers whom he had a relationship with to stand onstage and I went out to the house to stand next to the pole. When Mazda came out ofthe turret I tried giving him a large prompt by waving and calling so that he wouldbe directed out to the pole. After reaching the pole, I would stop calling and sit downwhile the trainer on stage called him and bridged him for looping the pole. In thefirst repetitions, I had to call him directly to the hand and send him to the polebecause he started circling before reaching the pole. Eventually, we tried having mestand on stage to see if that would make a difference. It turned out that having theperson with the strongest relationship with him out by the pole was a hindrance toMazda because he would rather stay with me in the house than fly to the stage. Bychanging my location, we were able to give Mazda the information andencouragement he needed to complete his behavior.With Mazda completing his full behavior in our theater, our criteria were re-evaluated and a larger loop incorporated. From our past experience with Mazda’sloop training in the weathering yard, we tried slowly moving the pole farther intothe seats and I relaxed my location into the seats as well so we could shape a largerloop. For one or two sessions it went very well; however, after those sessionsMazda’s loop began to deteriorate. Perhaps we had pushed it to far for him, or wehad accidentally relaxed a criterion that made him confused. Whatever the case maybe, we took the necessary steps back and reshaped the loop with the crate onstage.Once his loop behavior was back to its previous fluency, we knew we could continueon with training the rest of the behavior with more success.At this point in time the deadline for this paper is fast approaching and Icannot add much more about Mazda’s training. However, from what we have seen,our hopes are still high that we will be able to have this pigeon in shows soon andhelping our audience connect with species that live right outside their high-risewindows. I will present the most updated information at the IAATE Conference inFebruary.Toyota
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The idea of having a pigeon perform a retrieve behavior was very exciting forthe whole team in Orlando. It was this enthusiasm and support that helped Toyotaget as far as he did. Over the course of 5 weeks of training, we brainstormed,attempted, and rejected several ideas and strategies to try and reach our goal. Wevaried the item that he picked up trying washers, quick-links, leaves, and finallyfound the most success using small sticks. We tried varying the container that hewas to put them in but eventually stuck with the food cup lid. Reinforcing out of thehand, reinforcing out of the cup, Toyota sitting on the mat in front of his crate, himstanding on a perch, training one side of the lid only, changing the amounts ofreinforcer, the list goes on and on. What we ended up with after all this time was thebehavior that we would hand him a stick, he would take it in his beak anddeliberately move his head down (it could be forceful enough to send the stickflying) to right in front of his feet and usually hit the lid with the stick two to threetimes before dropping it- usually scattering the food that I gave him after the firstcontact with the stick and the lid.A couple of days after deciding to move on to another behavior for Toyotadue to lack of time to train, I noticed something that was very interesting. Whilecleaning our big teams of pigeons, I noticed that one of them had picked up a featherthat had been on the ground. While I watched, he paraded around with it, and thenproceeded to move it up and down repeatedly in front of his feet before discarding itoff to the side. It looked almost like a courtship behavior. After observing this for acouple of minutes, I realized why this looked so familiar: it was almost exactly whatToyota was doing with the sticks during his training sessions. Is it possible forToyota to ever learn a retrieve? I believe so, however for the time frame ofproducing this paper we elected to accept this form of behavior and possibly revisitif it proved to be a behavior that would be valuable in our goals.SUMMARYThe information and experience that we have gained by working with thesebirds has changed the way I perceive them. Here are the things I found to be mostimportant and I hope they help others who attempt to work with these great birds:
 Relationship- Of course this has to be first. Just because they are pigeonsdoesn’t mean that they don’t have the ability to recognize certain people andform trust-based relationships with each and every one of them. There wereoverwhelming numbers of examples where they deliberately chose to bewith me over someone else based solely on the observable fact that I was theone with the strongest relationship with them. Never underestimate thepower of trust.
 Attention Span- These pigeons all showed behavior that suggests thatattention span could be built in large part with behavioral momentum. Theymay be slow to start at the beginning of a session, but once you get themstarted they will progress very rapidly. I have also noticed that if you havemore than one together, competition can be another way to gain somemotivation. Once one individual makes that first step, the others rush in.
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 Flight Instinct- As a very popular prey species for many predators, pigeonshave a strong flight instinct when they’re nervous. This was apparent duringtraining sessions and can sometimes lead to slow progression in training.I was completely blown away by just how complex, intelligent, adaptable, andcharismatic they showed themselves to be. By being able to use them in programswith behaviors that highlight these characteristics, we as educators will be muchcloser to achieving our goal to inspire caring and action to conserve the naturalworld these animals represent.
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